
Chapter 1

Bottom-up saliency models for still images: a
practical review

There is an increasing interest to utilize human visual attention abilities on
computational systems. This is especially the case for computer vision which
needs to select the most relevant parts in a large amount of data. Therefore,
modeling visual attention, particularly the bottom-up part, has been a very
active research area over the past 20 years. Many differents models of visual
bottom-up attention are now available online. They take as input natural
images and output a saliency map which gives the probability of each pixels
to grab our attention. In this chapter, a state of the art of saliency-based
models has been done. Those models will be used in the next chapters for
explaining the validation of saliency models in computer science.

1.1 Background

The taxonomy proposed in this section is very simple and based on the histor-
ical development of saliency models. It is the most efficient one to present the
study and to validate the saliency models which will be detailed in the next
chapters. We distinguish two big classes of models, corresponding to different
types of ouputs.

Chronologically, the first algorithm type is mostly inspired from the psycho-
logical and neurobiological theories. It uses eye tracking data (fixation map)
as ground-truth. This is why we call models corresponding to this type eye
tracking-based (ET) models in the present chapter. The purpose of this
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class of models is to correlate the saliency map with the gaze distribution and
predict the eye fixations as shown in the second column of Fig. 1.1.

In a second time, due to the requirement of computer vision applications like
seam carving [1], object detection and segmentation [2], a second class of
models appeared. They are called salient object detection-based (SOD)
models because their purpose is to detect salient objects as displayed in the
third column of Fig. 1.1. They use manual annotations (binary masks which
highlight the salient objects) as ground-truth.

Image Input ET model Output SOD model Output

Figure 1.1. The proposed taxonomy: two saliency model types: ET models which
predict the gaze distribution and SOD models which detect salient ob-
ject.

1.1.1 Eye tracking-based (ET) models

The models based on eye tracking are all different but a similar structure can
be found. This structure consists in the following three main steps:

• Feature extraction.

• Attentive process for saliency computation.

• Fusion to build a single saliency map.

The first step almost always represents low-level (local orientations, texture,
colors, curvatures, intensity) and mid-level (horizon, faces, objets) feature ex-
traction from still images. These extractions from the input image can be
performed with single (original image resolution) or multiple (blurs and sub-
samples) scales to build feature maps. Then, an attentive process for saliency
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computation is applied on each feature map. This attentive process is often
a technique from image processing which attempts to model preattentive the-
ories. It can be local (patch) or global (entire image), but also applied with
single or multiple scales. Some of the most popular operations are center-
surround algorithm [3], rarity mechanism (self information) [4], entropy [5],
spectral transformation [6] and graph-based model [7]. Finally, the last step
consists of merging all the obtained maps into a single saliency map. To do
this, normalization and linear/non-linear combination are computed to repre-
sent the saliency of each image pixel.

It is important to notice that this structure only uses the stimuli (RGB or
grayscale input images) to compute the saliency map. More recently, some
authors have also quantified biases of viewers which are looking at static and
dynamic natural scenes. It was found that, for images, people trend to focus
in the center of the image [8]. This is why some models add a centered 2D
Gaussian bias to model the gaze pattern. As explained in [8], five causes can
explain that fixations have a high probability to be in the center of an image:
photographer bias, motor bias, viewing strategy, orbital reserve, and screen
center.

A complete overview of eye tracking-based models is available in [9]. In this
paper, the authors present nearly 65 models. In this section, only the ones
used to explain the validation framework proposed in the next chapters are
presented. A constraint is that these models must be available online.

We will focus on those models using descriptive sheets. A descriptive sheet
has 6 basic elements: the name of the model, the year, the authors, the pub-
lications, a general figure and a description. The purpose is to summarize
and provide readers with keys to a better understanding of all elements used
during the validation framework.

Moreover, in order to compare eye tracking-based models, four characteristics
have been chosen and added into the descriptive sheets, following the color
convention introduced by the colored keywords describing each characteristic
below, for reader’s convenience.

• The first characteristic divides models based on their approaches. In-
deed, some models have a global approach which is applied to the entire
image while others compute a saliency map with a local approach which
is applied to a picture patch.
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• The second one classifies models which use as post processing the
center bias of gaze of people in free viewing. To model this bias, some
models apply a 2D centered Gaussian bias to highlight the center of the
saliency map.

• Third, based on [9], A. Borji et al. present a categorization of saliency
models comparing their attentive mechanism to obtain saliency map.
The 8 proposed categories of methods are cognitive, graphical, spec-
tral, information theory, pattern classification, baysian, deci-
sion theory and other models.

• Finally, the last characteristic shows how the stimuli are used. Some
models take into account all the channels in the color images while
others just need the grayscale.

The 19 eye tracking-based models which are represented by their acronyms
in Fig. 1.2 will be describe in the following of this section and use in the
validation framework.

1998 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

FSM [3] GBVS [7]
CCSA [10]
AIM [11]
SDLF [12]

SR [6] SUN [13]
DVA [5]
PFT [14]

SDSR [15]
VSLC [16]

ESAL [17] SKSE [18] AWS [19]
SSAFD [20]
ISSM [21]
QDCT [22]
RARE [4]

SERC [23]

Figure 1.2. Chronological overview of eye tracking-based models.

The proposed timeline of these models shows that most algorithms have been
released over the past ten years. For most models, the ones with default
parameters given by authors have been kept while for few other models, some
specifications have to be changed. In these cases, the choices are described in
details in the descriptive sheet.
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FSM: Feature-based Saliency Model (1998)

Characteristics: local | / | cognitive | color
Authors: L. Itti, C. Koch and E. Niebur [3].

Figure 1.3. Overview of the FSM model: from top to bottom: input image, feature
extraction, center-surround differences, linear combinations and saliency
map. Adapted from [3].

Description: This model, which has been the basis of later models, was the
first implementation of the Koch and Ullman attention model [24] and consists
in three steps. First, an input image is subsampled into a Gaussian pyramid
and each pyramid level is decomposed in three types of static features (colors,
intensity and orientations). In the second step, center-surround feature maps
are constructed from the static features. The center-surround filters provide
high response in case of high contrast, and low response in case of low con-
trast. In each channel, maps are summed across scale and normalized to form
conspicuity maps which are single contrast maps for each channel. Finally, a
linear combination is computed to build the saliency map.
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GBVS: Graph-Based Visual Saliency (2006)

Characteristics: local | center | graphical | color
Authors: J. Harel, C. Koch and P. Penora [7].

Figure 1.4. Schematic representation of the GBVS model: input image, feature ex-
traction, activation, normalization followed by a linear combination and
saliency map. Inspired by [7].

Description: This model introduced a graph-based method to compute visual
saliency. First, the same feature maps than in the FSM model are extracted.
It leads to three multiscale feature maps: colors, intensity and orientations.
Then, a fully-connected graph is built over all grid locations of each feature
map and a weight is assigned between each node. This weight depends on the
spatial distance and the value of the feature map between nodes. Finally, each
graph is treated as Markov chains to build an activation map where nodes
which are highly dissimilar to surrounding nodes will be assigned high values.
All activation maps are merged into the final saliency map. Again here, only
locally-contrasted features are integrated over the image, the model is thus
mainly based on local context.
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CCSA: Coherent Computational Saliency Approach (2006)

Characteristics: local | / | cognitive | color
Authors: O. Le Meur, P. Le Callet, D. Barba and D. Thoreau [10].

Figure 1.5. Overview of the CCSA model: first row: from left to right: input image
and the visibility part into the psychovisual space. Second row: from
right to left: the perception part with center-surround interactions, the
perceptual grouping part and saliency map. Adapted from [10].

Description: This cognitive model is directly based on the current understand-
ing of the human visual system (HVS) behavior. Three aspects of the vision
are processed: visibility, perception and perceptual grouping. The visibility
part simulates the limited sensitivity of our human visual system. Visual data
is normalized and grouped into a psychovisual space. The perception is used to
suppress the redundant visual information by simulating the behavior of corti-
cal cells. Two mechanisms are involved in this part : achromatic reinforcement
by chromatic context and center-suround suppressive interaction. Perceptual
grouping refers to the human visual ability to group and bind visual features
and build a saliency map.
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AIM: Attention based on Information Maximization (2006)

Characteristics: local | / | information | color
Authors: N. Bruce and J. Tsotsos [11].

Figure 1.6. Schematic representation of AIM model: left: independent feature ex-
traction from input image and basis functions. Middle: basis coefficients
and density estimation. Right: coefficient distributions, joint likehood,
self-information and saliency map. Adapted from [25].

Description: This model detects visual Attention based on Information Max-
imization (AIM). Shannon’s self-information measure is used to compute the
saliency. First, a patch Ck (red circle in Fig. 1.6, top left) and its neighborhood
Sk (blue circle) are projected on a large sample of 7x7 RGB patches drawn
from natural images (basis functions). The basis coefficients are obtained by
performing an Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and their probability
density functions are estimated to compute the joint likelihood. The saliency
value is inversely proportionnal to the joint likelihood. The saliency of a local
image region is thus computed as the information conveyed by that region
relative to its surroundings.
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SDLF: Saliency Detection by using Local Features (2006)

Characteristics: local | / | bayesian | grayscale
Authors: A. Torralba, A. Oliva, M. Castelhano and J. Henderson [12].

Figure 1.7. Overview of the Torralba’s model: from left to right: input image, two
parallel pathways: one computes local features to build saliency map
(top middle) while the other computes global features to build scene
priors (bottom middle) and scene-modulated saliency map. Adapted
from [12].

Description: This method proposes to analyze the image in two parallel path-
ways. One pathway computes local features (saliency). The second pathway
is a global approach. It takes into account the contextual modulation and can
be seen as the modeling of the top-down part of visual attention by comput-
ing scene priors. This model uses a Bayesian framework that integrates both
image saliency and scene priors.

The SDLF algorithm considered here is the purely bottom-up saliency map
without the task scene priors obtained by the global pathway. The local path-
way represents each spatial location independently and provides a measure of
how unlikely it is to find a set of local measurements within the image. To do
this, a steerable pyramid which is a linear multiscale and multi-orientation im-
age decomposition is employed. This local representation is used to compute
image saliency.
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SR: Spectral Residual (2007)

Characteristics: global | / | spectral | grayscale
Authors: X. Hou and L. Zhang [6].

Figure 1.8. Schematic representation of SR model: first row: input image, log-
spectrum (LS) and smoothed log-spectrum (SLS). Second row: spectral
residual and saliency map. Adapted from [6].

Description: The SR model is independent from any feature. In this method,
the first step is to compute the image Fourier spectrum (the amplitude and
phase maps). Then, the log-spectrum of the amplitude map is calculated.
A filtering amplitude map is also computed by multiplying the log-spectrum
map with a local average filter. The spectral residual map is obtained by
subtracting these last two maps. The saliency map is obtained through Fourier
transform inversion. It should be noted that the phase spectrum is preserved
during the process. The idea is that if the image log-spectrum is far from the
1/f of natural images (image filtered spectrum), there is something abnormal
which deserves attention.
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SUN: Saliency Using Natural image statistics (2008)

Characteristics: local | / | bayesian | color
Authors: L. Zhang, M. Tong, T. Marks, H. Shan and G. Cottrell [13].

Figure 1.9. Overview of the SUN model: from left to right: input images, images
with the eye fixations and the two methods: third column features are
computed with Differences of Gaussians (DoG) and fourth column with
Independent Component Analysis (ICA). Adapted from [13].

Description: This Saliency model using Natural Statistics (SUN) proposes a
Bayesian framework from which bottom-up saliency emerges naturally as the
self-information of visual features. In this method, notions similar to SDLF
(Bayes formula) and AIM (local self-information) models are found. The
Bayesian framework is composed of three terms: self-information, log-likehood
and location prior. The first term (bottom-up) is independent of the target
while the two others (top-down) depend on target.

The saliency map is reduced here to the self-information (bottom-up). Two
methods have been implemented. First, the features are calculated as outputs
of linear filters, such as DoG filters. Second, the features are calculated as
the ouputs to filters learned from natural images using ICA. SUN with ICA
(Method 2) used here outperforms SUN with DoG filters (Method 1). These
ouput maps are computed on a set of 138 images of natural scenes. An es-
timation of the probability distribution is obtained over the observed values
of each of the features. The self-information measure is applied on statistics
from this database of natural images (among which the current image is not
present). Those images act like typical "normal" images and difference from
the statistics of those images might attract attention.
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DVA: Dynamic Visual Attention (2008)

Characteristics: local | / | information | color
Authors: X. Hou and L. Zhang [5].

Figure 1.10. Schematic representation of DVA model: the initial image with a fea-
ture distribution (left) and the corresponding saliency map with the In-
cremental Coding Length of this feature distribution (right). Adapted
from [5].

Description: This model, based on the rarity of features, introduced the In-
cremental Coding Length (ICL) approach to measure the perspective entropy
gain of each feature. Motivated by the sparse coding strategy discovered in
primary visual cortex, an image patch is first represented as a linear com-
bination of sparse coding basis functions. The activity ratio of a feature is
its average response to image patches. The activity of the feature ensemble
is considered as a probability function. Then, each feature is evaluated with
respect to its Incremental Coding Length (ICL). The ICL of one feature is
defined as the entropy gain of the ensemble during the activity increment of
this feature. In accordance with the general principle of predictive coding,
they redistribute energy to features according to their ICL contribution: fre-
quently activated features receive less energy than rarer features. Finally, the
saliency of a region is obtained by summing up the activity of all features in
that region.
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PFT: Phase Fourier Transform (2008)

Characteristics: global | / | spectral | grayscale
Authors: C. Guo, Q. Ma and L. Zhang [14].

Figure 1.11. Exemple of saliency maps from PFT algorithm on three input images
(right) and reconstruction obtained by the phase spectrum alone on
three one-dimensional waveforms (left). When there are many varying
sinusoidal components (pulse), the reconstruction contains the largest
spikes. Adapted from [14].

Description: This method is based on the SR model which uses the spectral
residual of the amplitude spectrum to obtain the saliency map. PFT proposes
to use the phase spectrum instead of the amplitude. The key idea is that
the amplitude spectrum specifies how much of each sinusoidal component is
present in an image while the phase information specifies where each of the
sinusoidal components resides within it. The location with less periodicity
or less homogeneity indicates where the interesting areas are and helps in
obtaining the saliency map.
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SDSR: Saliency Detection by Self-Resemblance (2009)

Characteristics: local | / | information | grayscale
Authors: H. J. Seo and P. Milanfar [15] .

Figure 1.12. Overview of SDSR saliency detection system: local regression kernels
capture the underlying local structure of a grayscale image (left) and a
self-resemblance measure is obtained by using a non parametric kernel
density estimation and indicates the likelihood of saliency. A saliency
map is built on this measure (right). Adapted from [15].

Description: This bottom-up model proposes a Saliency Detection by Self-
Resemblance (SDSR). The implementation by Seo and Milanfar consists in
two parts. First, they describe local image structure at each pixel by local
regression kernels as features (matrix of local descriptors). The underlying
hypothesis is that eye fixations are driven by local feature contrast and these
local descriptors are robust with image distortions and noisy images. In a
second step, they quantify the likeness of each pixel to its surroundings and
use matrix cosine similarity, which results in a saliency map consisting of local
self-resemblance measures. Even if patches of the image are compared on a
wider space than only surround, they are not compared on the entire image.
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VSLC: Visual Saliency based on Lossy Coding (2009)

Characteristics: local | / | information | color
Authors: Y. Li, Y. Junchi and Z. Yue [16].

Figure 1.13. Schematic representation of the VSLC algorithm: the saliency map
(right) is computed by a local center-surround mechanism (left) which
approximates the conditional entropy with the lossy coding length of
multivariate Gaussian data (below). Adapted from [26].

Description: This method computes Visual Saliency based on Lossy Coding
(VSLC). This definition of visual saliency is strictly local. The saliency is mea-
sured as the minimum conditional entropy, which represents the uncertainty
of the center-surround local region, when the surrounding area is given and
the perceptional distortion is considered. The conditional entropy is approx-
imated by the lossy coding length of multivariate Gaussian data. The final
saliency map is accumulated by pixels.
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ESAL: Extended Saliency (2010)

Characteristics: global | / | graphical | color
Authors: T. Avraham and M. Lindenbaum [17].

Figure 1.14. ESAL algorithm on a color synthetic image: from left to right: the
synthetic image, the tree where each node is colored according to the
corresponding candidates, the computed saliency map based on self-
similarities. Adapted from [17].

Description: The ESAL model proposes a static saliency model based on self-
similarities. It is built on three observations :

1. The number of target candidates (salient patches) is usually small. So,
the model is region-based. The image is divided into segments, which are
the candidates for attention. The initial probability for each canditate
gives preference to small number of expected targets.

2. There is a correlation between visual similarity and target-nontarget la-
bels. So, two visually similar candidates are likely to both be objects
of interest or not. The visual similarity between candidates is measured
from their feature space distance. Each is represented as a vector of
features (texture and color). A short distance between the two vectors
indicates that the corresponding candidates are visually similar and in-
fers the correlations between the corresponding labels.

3. Natural scenes are often composed of clustered structural units. The
data is clustered into a mixture of multivariate Gaussians. The saliency
of each candidate is deduced by marginalization.

The algorithm is essentially a method for estimating the probability that a
candidate is a target.
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SKSE: Sparse sampling - Kernel density Saliency Estimation (2011)

Characteristics: local | center | bayesian | color
Authors: R. H. Tavakoli, E. Rahtu and J. Heikkilä [18].

Figure 1.15. An example of saliency map obtained using the SKSE method (right)
for the input image (middle). The procedure of applying a window
is also illustrated (middle) with a pixel and its selected surrounding
samples in a window (left). Adapted from [18].

Description: This SKSE method measures saliency with a simple center-surround
mechanism for still images. The proposed algorithm is based on estimating
saliency by local contrast. The distributions of features are estimated using
sparse sampling and kernel density estimation. A general Baysian framework
defines saliency map and implicitly includes center bias. This method is fast
in comparison to other similar approaches and is able to run in real-time.
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AWS: Adaptive Whitening Saliency (2012)

Characteristics: global | / | other | color
Authors: A. Garcia-Diaz, V. Leborán, X. Fdez-Vidal and X. Pardo [19].

Figure 1.16. Schematic representation of AWS mechanism: an early forward
whitening applied on RGB input image (left) and saliency map com-
puted from whitened features (right). Adapted from [27].

Description: This model of bottom-up saliency is based on the variability in
local energy as a measure of saliency. First, the chromatic components are ap-
proximated with a chromatic decomposition and whitening from RGB images.
A bank of log-Gabor filters is then applied on chromatic components. Each
representation is decorrelated by using whitening and a distance is computed
to build oriented conspicuity maps. The final saliency map is obtained by
summing these maps. The decorrelation is a global operation which considers
the whole image.
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SSAFD: Saliency on Scale-space Analysis in Frequency Domain
(2012)

Characteristics: global | / | spectral | color
Authors: J. Li, M. Levine, X. An, X. Xu and H. He [20].

Figure 1.17. Overview of the SSAFD method: the feature matrices are computed
to form a hypercomplex matrix (1). A fourier transform is performed
(2) and a spectrum scale space is obtained by smoothing the amplitude
(3). Finally, the saliency map is built by selecting the best saliency
scale space maps (4). Adapted from [20].

Description: This mechanism considers saliency detection as a frequency do-
main analysis problem. First, feature maps are extracted from a color image
which is converted into I, Red-Green, Blue-Yellow feature maps to form a hy-
percomplex matrix. Second, a Fourier transform is applied on this matrix and
ouputs the amplitude, the phase and the eigenaxis spectrum. Third, spectrum
scale space is obtained by smoothing the amplitude spectrum with Gaussian
kernels at different levels. Finally, the saliency map is obtained by selecting
the best saliency maps produced by the spectrum scale space.
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ISSM: Image Signature Saliency Model (2012)

Characteristics: global | / | spectral | grayscale
Authors: X. Hou, J. Harel and C. Koch [21].

Figure 1.18. Schematic representation of the ISSM method: an image signature is
computed on each channel of the input image. The final saliency map
is obtained by summing the results of the three channels. Adapted
from [21].

Description: The ISSM method introduces a simple image descriptor referred
to as the image signature. Given an input image, first, three color channels
are extracted. Both RGB or CIE LAB color spaces can be used.

CIE LAB is chosen here as it was designed to closely mimic how human vi-
sion is believed to perceive color. Then image signature is computed on each
channel to suppress background and detect the foreground of an image. To do
that, a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is applied to each channel. Then,
to approximately isolate the foreground, the sign of each DCT component,
equivalent to phase for a Fourier decomposition, is stored and inversely trans-
formed back into the spatial domain. The amplitude information across the
entire frequency is discarded. A 2D gaussian is then applied to blur the re-
sults and the final saliency map is obtained by summing the results of the
three channels.
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QDCT: Quaternion DCT Image Signature Saliency (2012)

Characteristics: global | / | spectral | color
Authors: B. Schauerte and R. Stiefelhagen [22].

Figure 1.19. Validation of the QDCT saliency model: first row: original images,
second row: saliency map obtained thanks to the QDCT method.
Adapted from [28].

Description: This QDCT model extends the previous proposed work on DCT-
based image signatures (ISSM model) which defined the saliency using the in-
verse DCT of the signs in the cosine spectrum. In the QDCT model, the scalar
definition of image signatures is transfered to quaternion images. Quaternions
are used to represent and process color images (in CIE LAB color space) in
a holistic framework and, subsequently, the quaternion DCT (QDCT) and
signum function are applied to calculate the visual saliency. The signum func-
tion for quaternions can be considered as the quaternion direction.
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RARE: Multiscale rarity-based saliency algorithm (2012)

Characteristics: global | / | information | color
Authors: N. Riche, M. Mancas, M. Duvinage, M. Mibulumukini, B. Gosselin
and T. Dutoit [4].

Figure 1.20. Diagram of our proposed model. First, from the input image, colour
and orientation features are extracted in parallel or sequentially. Then,
for each feature, a multi-scale rarity mechanism is applied. Finally,
two fusions (intra and inter-channel) are made from the rarity maps
to provide the final saliency map. Adapted from [4].

Description: The RARE mechanism has three main steps. First, the authors
extract low-level colour and medium-level orientation features. Afterwards, a
multi-scale rarity mechanism is applied. This rarity mechanism is the key of
RARE. Indeed, a feature is not necessary salient alone, but only in a specific
context. The mechanism of multi-scale rarity allows to detect both locally
contrasted and globally rare regions in the image. Finally, they fuse rarity
maps into a single final saliency map.
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SERC: Saliency Estimation using Region Covariances (2013)

Characteristics: local | center | other | color
Authors: E. Erdem and A. Erdem [23].

Figure 1.21. SERC model proposes to use covariance matrices (middle) of input
image patches (left) as meta-features for saliency estimation (right).
Adapted from [23].

Description: The SERC method investigates a better way than the commonly
used linear combinations to merge maps which produce the master saliency
map. The authors propose to use covariance matrices of simple image features
as meta-features for saliency estimation. As low dimensional representations
of image patches, region covariances provide nonlinear integration of different
features by modeling their correlations. The input image is first decomposed
into non-overlapping regions, and then the saliency of each region is mea-
sured by examining its surrounding regions. The salient regions are those that
are highly dissimilar to their neighboring regions in terms of their covariance
(second-order statistics) representations based on color, orientation, and spa-
tial features. Moreover, to improve the detection, first-order statistics (mean)
can be also used to capture saliency of an image region with respect to its
surroundings.
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1.1.2 Salient object detection-based (SOD) models

Recently, salient object detection-based (SOD) models have attracted a lot
of interest due to the explosion of computer vision applications like seam
carving [1], object detection or image segmentation [2]. The purpose of the
models is to separate the salient object from the image background [29].

As explained in [30, 31], there is a strong relationship between where people
look in scenes (fixation maps) and what they choose as the most salient object
when they are explicitly asked (binary masks). Therefore, the most salient
object is the one that attracts the highest fraction of fixations.

This finding justifies to use the notion of visual attention modeling to lo-
cate salient object or region in a scene. However, as seen in next chapters,
the databases chosen for evaluation must have complex images and not just
one single object with a clean background in order not to make solely fore-
ground/background separation.

However, the approaches presented in Section 1.1.1 work well in finding fixa-
tion locations but they have not been able to accurately detect where salient
objects should be. Therefore, a second wave of models have emerged by fol-
lowing the works in [32–34].

As explained in [35], most of these algorithms have two main steps: detect the
most salient objects and segment the accurate boundary of these objects. A
complete overview of salient object detection-based models is available in [35].
In their paper, the authors present a taxonomy divided into three categories:

1. SOD with intrinsic cues (36 models).

2. SOD with extrinsic cues (20 models).

3. Others algorithms (9 models).

In this section, only the ones used for our study and validation are exposed
and detailed using descriptive sheets. Therefore, a constraint is that these
models must be available online.

In order to compare salient object detection-based models, four characteristics
have been chosen and added into the descriptive sheets, following the color
convention introduced by the colored keywords describing each characteristic
below, for reader’s convenience.
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• The first characteristic divides models based on their approaches. As
seen in Section 1.1.1, some models have a global approach which is
applied to the entire image while others compute a saliency map with
a local approach which is applied to a picture area. Some models can
also use both approaches.

• The second one classifies models which use as prior the superpixels
segmentation. Some models practice a superpixels segmentation to im-
prove the accurate boundary of the detected salient object.

• Third, models are classified in two categories depending on the input
types used to compute their saliency map: all the pixels or patches
which summarize the information.

• Finally, the last characteristic shows how the stimuli are used. Some
models take into account all the channels in the color images while
others use information from the JPEG bit stream.

The nine salient object detection-based models which are represented by their
acronyms in Fig. 1.22 will be describe in the following of this section and use
in the studies introduced in next chapters.

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

FTSD [2] SSOI [36] SDBM [37] SMSI [38]
SDHAS [39]
SDAIR [40]

SLMC [41]
SIM [42]

SDWT [43]

Figure 1.22. Chronological overview of salient object detection-based models used
in the next chapters.

The proposed timeline of these models shows that most algorithms have been
released over the past five years as a second wave in the modeling of visual at-
tention. Indeed, these models are more recent than eye tracking-based saliency
algorithms and their goal are to detect salient objects.
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FTSD: Frequency Tuned Saliency Detection (2009)

Characteristics: global | / | pixels | color
Authors: R. Achanta, S. Hemami, F. Estrada and S. Susstrunk [2].

Figure 1.23. Schematic representation of the FSTD method: RGB input image
(left), CIE LAB color space of the gaussian filtered input image (bot-
tom middle), the average CIE LAB of the input image (top middle)
and saliency map (right). Adapted from [2].

Description: This algorithm is a very simple model based on local color and
luminance feature contrast. First, the input RGB image is transformed to
CIE LAB color space. Second, the CIE LAB image is blurred with a Gaussian
kernel to eliminate noise and texture details from the original CIE LAB image.
Finally, the saliency map is computed by using euclidean distance between
the Gaussian-filtered and the original image. The Gaussian-filtered image
eliminates small objects and provides an idea about how the image appears to
the eyes at a first glance. Objects which are very different from this normal
image will attract attention.
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SSOI: Segmenting Salient Objects from Images (2010)

Characteristics: local | / | pixels | color
Authors: E. Rahtu, J. Kannala, M. Salo and J. Heikkilä [36].

Figure 1.24. Illustration of SSOI saliency map computation: the yellow sliding win-
dow applied on the input image (left) and the saliency map based on
local feature constrast (right). Adapted from [36].

Description: This model introduces a new salient object segmentation method
based on Bayesian inference. A sliding window is applied on the image. For
each window, a constrast is computed between the distribution of some fea-
tures (such as illumination or color spaces) in an inner window and the dis-
tribution in the collar of the window. The proposed saliency measure is for-
mulated using a statistical framework with these local feature contrasts. At
the end, the framework combined them with a Conditional Random Field
(CRF) model which is a probabilistic model for labeling and segmenting data
to provide the single saliency map.
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SDBM: Saliency Detection based on Bayesian Model (2011)

Characteristics: global | superpixels | pixels | color
Authors: Y. Xie and H. Lu [37].

Figure 1.25. Illustration of the SDBM method. From left to right: the input image,
the detected salient points, the convex hull based on salient points, the
superpixels and the SDBM saliency map. Adapted from [37].

Description: This method proposes a new computational saliency detection
model which is implemented with a coarse to fine strategy under the Bayesian
framework. First, the authors extract salient points from the RGB input
image to detect the corner of the salient object. Second, a convex hull is used
to enclose the salient points after eliminating the points near the boundary and
gives a coarse location of the salient region. Based on this rough salient region,
they formulate the saliency computation as a Bayesian inference problem for
estimating the posterior probability at each pixel of the image and obtain the
final saliency map. The prior saliency distribution is based on superpixels and
the obtained rough region.
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SMSI: Saliency Map based on Sampling an Image (2012)

Characteristics: local | / | pixels | color
Authors: T. N. Vikram, M. Tscherepanow and B. Wrede [38].

Figure 1.26. An illustration of SMSI saliency model: from left to right: RGB input
image, CIE LAB color space feature maps, local saliencies on random
windows, conspicuity maps and saliency map. Adapted from [38].

Description: This algorithm proposes to compute local saliencies over random
rectangular regions of interest. To do that, an image I is first subjected to
a Gaussian filter in order to remove noise and abrupt onsets. Second, it is
converted into the CIE LAB space and decomposed into channels. Third,
N random sub-windows are generated over each of the channels. Fourth, a
center-surround map is defined for each channel as the sum of the absolute
differences of the pixel intensity values to the mean intensity value of the
random sub-windows. The final saliency map is computed as the euclidean
norm of center-surround values over different channels.
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SDHAS: Saliency Detection on HSV and Amplitude Spectrum
(2012)

Characteristics: local | / | patches | color
Authors: Y. Fang, W. Lin, B Lee, C. Lau, Z. Chen and C. Lin [39].

Figure 1.27. Schematic representation of the SDHAS algorithm: top to bottom:
input image, patches from the input image, amplitude spectrum dif-
ferences from patches and their corresponding neighbors, salient values
for each patch and saliency map. Adapted from [39].

Description: This algorithm is a new saliency detection model based on the
human visual sensitivity and the amplitude spectrum of Quaternion Fourier
Transform (QFT). First, the input image is divided into small patches. The
model then computes the amplitude spectrum of QFT to represent the color,
intensity and orientation distributions of each image patch. The saliency value
of each patch is obtained by computing the quaternion Fourier transform am-
plitude spectrum differences between a patch and its neighbor patches. The
weights for these differences are determined by the human visual sensitivity
and the final saliency map is influenced by the image patch size and the scale.
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SDAIR: Saliency Detection for Adaptive Image Retargeting (2012)

Characteristics: global | / | patches | jpeg bit stream
Authors: Y. Fang, Z. Chen, W. Lin, C. Lin [40].

Figure 1.28. Validation of the SDAIR saliency detection algorithm: first row: orig-
inal images, second row: the SDAIR saliency model and last row: the
ground-truths. Adapted from [40].

Description: This mechanism proposes a novel saliency detection model in the
compressed domain. The authors extract the saliency information for the
image from the JPEG bit stream. The intensity, color, and texture features of
the image are derived and extracted directly from the discrete cosine transform
(DCT) coefficients in the JPEG bit-stream. Then the Hausdorff distance is
used to calculate the difference between two vectors of texture feature from
two DCT blocks. The saliency map is obtained by integrating feature maps
using a coherent normalization-based fusion method. Based on this model, an
adaptive image retargeting algorithm can be designed.
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SLMC: Saliency via Low and Mid level Cues (2013)

Characteristics: global | superpixels | pixels | color
Authors: Y. Xie, H. Lu and M. Yang [41].

Figure 1.29. The SLMC model proposes a Baysian framework by exploiting low
and mid level cues. Left to right: the original image, the Harris points
detection and a convex hull applied on these points, the clustering re-
sults, the prior probability map and finally the saliency map. Adapted
from [41].

Description: This algorithm proposes to detect salient objects within a Bayesian
framework by exploiting low and mid-level cues. First, a coarse saliency region
is obtained using a convex hull on Harris points. The likelihood probability is
then computed based on the center-surround principle between the inner re-
gion and the outer one. For estimating the posterior probability at each pixel
of the image, the prior distribution is then computed by mid-level cues like
superpixels which are used to analyze the saliency information. A Laplacian
Sparse Subspace Clustering (LSSC) method groups superpixels. Finally, the
Bayesian visual saliency map is computed based on the results of the super-
pixel clustering and the coarse saliency region.
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SIM: Saliency for Image Manipulation (2013)

Characteristics: local | / | pixels | color
Authors: R. Margolin, L. Zelnik-Manor and A. Tal [42].

Figure 1.30. Illustration of the SIM algorithm: from left to right: the input image,
the multiple dominant object detection map, the distinctness map and
the saliency map. Adapted from [42].

Description: The SIM algorithm proposes an approach for saliency detection
based on four principles: pixel distinctness, pixel reciprocity, object association
and multi-layer saliency. First, the authors compute the pixel distinctness
where a pixel is considered distinct if its surrounding patch does not appear
elsewhere in the image. Second, assuming that distinctive pixels are salient, a
pixel reciprocity effect is computed. The distinctness map are updated with
the reciprocity effect in order to assume that pixels in the neighborhood of
distinctive pixels are more likely to be salient as well. Third, multiple dominant
objects are detected and a method predicts their locations. Finally, the single
saliency map combines patch distinctness with the object probability map.
Due to the observation that a single saliency map is insufficient, a multi-layer
saliency maps is built by varying degrees of abstraction. The final saliency
map discards to small objects and noisy background.
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SDWT: Saliency Detection based on Wavelet Transform (2013)

Characteristics: both | / | pixels | color
Authors: N. Imamoglu, W. Lin and Y. Fang [43].

Figure 1.31. Schematic representation of the SDWT model: top to bottom: RGB
input image, feature map generation, local and global saliency compu-
tation, fusion and saliency map. Adapted from [43].

Description: This mechanism first converts RGB to CIE LAB color space.
Then, a 2D gaussian filter is applied to remove noise. Third, a wavelet trans-
form with increasing frequency bandwidths is employed to create the multi-
scale feature maps which can represent different features from edge to texture.
After obtaining the feature maps, the method calculates the global distribu-
tion of local features to obtain both a global saliency map and a local saliency
map by fusing the feature maps at each level without normalization operation.
The final saliency map is a linear combination of these two maps.
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1.2 Conclusion: a taxonomy of the algorithms

Saliency models have been presented in this chapter with a simple taxonomy
based on the historical development of methods: nineteen eye tracking-based
algorithms as well as nine salient object detection based models. This tax-
onomy has been constructed to present the studies and the validations of the
saliency models which will be detailed in the next chapters but is not sufficient
to classify models according to their structure.

This is why, in order to compare the saliency models inside each category,
some characteristics have been added into the descriptive sheets. However, as
explained in [44], the diversity of models makes taxonomy and comparison in
the field of visual attention particularly difficult. The purpose of this section
is to provide readers with a global view of each model characteristic.

1.2.1 Comparison of eye tracking-based models

Tab. 1.1 summarizes the four characteristics which have been chosen to com-
pare nineteen eye tracking-based models. It shows which of the four charac-
teristics each model owns.

In order to provide an idea of pros and cons of each characteristic, some
observations have to be performed. The first characteristic divides models
based on their global or local approach. The local approach has the advantage
to properly detect high contrast while the global one highlights features which
are different but not necessarily highly contrasted. The second characteristic
classifies models according to their use (or not) of the center bias of gaze. This
technique is particularly efficient when there are no particular salient regions or
objects (e.g. landscapes) into the still images. Third, we use the categorization
of Borji et al. [9] for saliency models which compare the attentive mechanism to
obtain saliency map. This is the most popular taxonomy and some correlations
with other features can be performed. Indeed, most of spectral techniques use
the global approach while cognitive, bayesian and information categories use
the local one.

Finally, the last characteristics shows if the still images are exploited with
information from color or grayscale channels. Most of psychophysical theories
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Table 1.1. Comparison of nineteen eye tracking-based saliency models on four char-
acteristics.

Approach Post processing Mechanism [9] Stimuli

FSM local cognitive color
GBVS local center graphical color
CCSA local cognitive color
AIM local information color
SDLF local bayesian gray
SR global spectral gray
SUN local bayesian color
DVA local information color
PFT global spectral gray
SDSR local information gray
VSLC local information color
ESAL global graphical color
SKSE local center bayesian color
AWS global other color
SSAFD global spectral color
ISSM global spectral gray
QDCT global spectral color
SERC local center other color

RARE global information color

show the importance of color during the visual attentive process. However,
some techniques such as spectral transformation or orientation extraction can
not make use of all of channels and only exploit the grayscale information.

To complete this analysis, the classical multidimensional scaling (MDS) [45]
technique has been applied. MDS is a technique allowing to reduce the number
of dimensions (N) necessary to convey or display the information contained
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in a distance matrix. In this chapter, it is a way to visualize in 2D (N=2)
the similarity level between the models. A distance matrix first needs to be
calculated from the four characteristics. Tab. 1.2 shows an example of how we
calculate a distance (D = 6) between two saliency models (AIM and SR). For
each model, a weight of 1 is assigned to each characteristic the model owns
and 0 otherwise. The distance is the sum of each weighted characteristic.

Table 1.2. Exemple of weight assignments for the calculation of a distance between
two saliency models (AIM and SR) based on the four characteristics.

Lo Go PP Co Gr In Ba Sp Ot Co Gr

AIM 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
SR 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

D 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1

A distance matrix can be built by calculating each pairwise distance and the
MDS algorithm assigns two coordinates for each model so that the between-
model distances are preserved as well as possible.

We can see from Fig. 1.32 a 2D MDS representation based on still image
characteristics. The coordinates of this representation are components that
represent a combination of characteristics. The first coordinate substantially
corresponds to the first feature. Indeed, on one side (left) saliency models with
local approach appear to have distances in the same range relatively to other
models. On the other side (right) saliency models with global approach also
seem to have distances in the same range. The second coordinate substantially
corresponds to the last characteristic. Indeed, on one side (top) saliency mod-
els with color stimuli as input are very close while on the other side (bottom),
saliency models with grayscale stimuli as input appear to have distances in the
same range. We can also observe two clusters: one represents models with 2D
centered Gaussian bias (Models: 2,13 and 18) while the other contains models
with spectral mechanism (Models: 6, 9, 15, 16 and 17).
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Figure 1.32. MDS based on characteristics for nineteen ET models: 1.FSM /
2.GBVS / 3.CCSA / 4.AIM / 5.SDLF / 6.SR / 7.SUN / 8.DVA /
9.PFT / 10.SDSR / 11.VSLC / 12.ESAL / 13.SKSE / 14.AWS /
15.SSAFD / 16.ISSM / 17.QDCT / 18.SERC / 19.RARE. The first
coordinate substantially corresponds to the local/global class while the
second substantially represents color/grayscale as input. Two clusters
can also be observed: center bias and spectral approach.

1.2.2 Comparison of salient object detection based models

Tab. 1.3 summarizes the four characteristics which have been chosen to com-
pare the nine salient object detection based models. It shows which of the
four characteristics each model owns.

As in Section 1.2.1, in order to give an idea of pros and cons of each chosen
characteristic, some considerations have to be conducted. As in Section 1.2.1,
the first characteristic compares the local approach which detects clearly con-
trast in images against the global approach which highlights features which are
different but not necessarily highly contrasted. Some models use both comple-
mentary approaches. The second characteristic classifies models which take
advantage or not of the superpixel segmentation which extracts perceptually
homogeneous regions. A drawback of this method is the parameter adjuste-
ments which can often provide over or under segmentation of the scene. The
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Table 1.3. Comparison of nine salient object detection based models on four char-
acteristics.

Approach Prior Input Stimuli

FTSD global pixels color
SSOI local pixels color
SDBM global superpixels pixels color
SMSI local pixels color
SDHAS local patches color
SDAIR global patches jpeg bit stream
SLMC global superpixels pixels color
SIM local pixels color
SDWT both pixels color

third and fourth characteristics show how the stimuli are exploited. Indeed,
respectively, we investigate if the saliency models use all the pixels of an image
or patches to summarize the informations and if the still images are exploited
with color information or directly with the JPEG bit stream information. The
algorithms which use all the color pixel information must provide a more ac-
curate contour of salient objects.

To complete this analysis, the same classical multidimensional scaling (MDS)
technique as proposed above has been realized. The distances between models
to compute this MDS are calculated from the four characteristics of Tab. 1.3.
The purpose is to have a better visualization of the level of similarity between
SOD models.

We can observe from Fig. 1.33 the 2D MDS representation based on still image
characteristics. The coordinates of this representation are components that
represent a combination of characteristics. The first coordinate substantially
corresponds to the first characteristic. Indeed, on one side (left) saliency
models with local approach appear to have distances in the same range while
on the other side (right) saliency models with global approach seem very close.
We can also see the superpixels SP clusters (Models: 3 and 7).
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Figure 1.33. Multidimensional scaling of nine salient object detection-based models
based on characteristics in 2D: 1. FTSD / 2. SSOI / 3. SDBM / 4.
SMSI / 5. SDHAS / 6. SDAIR / 7. SLMC / 8. SIM / 9. SDWT.
The first coordinate substantially corresponds to the local/global class
while the second substantially represents patch/pixels as input. The
SP cluster can also be observed.

1.3 Summary

• 19 models for eye tracking have been presented using descriptive sheets
and will be use in the validation framework in the next chapters.

• 9 models for object segmentation have been introduced. They will be
used in the studies in the next chapters.

• In order to compare the models, different characteristics have been cho-
sen and classified them into some classes.

• A list of static state-of-the-art saliency models which are available online
can be found from the Computational Attention Group of TCTS lab at
http://tcts.fpms.ac.be/attention.

http://tcts.fpms.ac.be/attention
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